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COUNTING LOXODROMICS FOR HYPERBOLIC ACTIONS
ILYA GEKHTMAN, SAMUEL J. TAYLOR, AND GIULIO TIOZZO
Abstract. Let G y X be a nonelementary action by isometries of a hyperbolic
group G on a hyperbolic metric space X. We show that the set of elements of G
which act as loxodromic isometries of X is generic. That is, for any finite generating
set of G, the proportion of X–loxodromics in the ball of radius n about the identity
in G approaches 1 as nÑ8. We also establish several results about the behavior in
X of the images of typical geodesic rays in G; for example, we prove that they make
linear progress in X and converge to the Gromov boundary BX. Our techniques
make use of the automatic structure of G, Patterson–Sullivan measure on BG, and
the ergodic theory of random walks for groups acting on hyperbolic spaces. We
discuss various applications, in particular to ModpSq, OutpFN q, and right–angled
Artin groups.
1. Introduction
Let G be a hyperbolic group with a fixed finite generating set S. Then G acts by
isometries on its associated Cayley graph CSpGq, which itself is a geodesic hyperbolic
metric space. This cocompact, proper action has the property that each infinite order
g P G acts as a loxodromic isometry, i.e. with sink–source dynamics on the Gromov
boundary BG. Much geometric and algebraic information about the group G has
been learned by studying the dynamics of the action G y CSpGq, beginning with
the seminal work of Gromov [Gro87]. However, deeper facts about the group G can
often be detected by investigating actionsGy X which are specifically constructed to
extract particular information aboutG. Important examples include the theory of JSJ
decompositions of G [RS97, Bow98], or more generally actions on trees arising from
splittings of G [Ser03], G acting on the quasi–trees of Bestvina–Bromberg–Fujiwara
[BBF15], or G acting on coned–off versions of CSpGq as appearing in the theory
of relatively hyperbolic groups [Far98, Osi06], hyperbolically embedded subgroups
[DGO11], and hyperbolic Dehn surgery [Osi07, GM08]. Several other examples appear
in Section 1.4.
In this paper, we are interested in the typical behavior of elements of G with respect
to an arbitrary action G y X. Working in this level of generality has applications
to the natural actions of G that one regularly encounters, regardless of whether the
action is nonproper or distorted.
Let G be a hyperbolic group which acts by isometries on a hyperbolic metric space
X. A choice of a finite generating set S determines a word metric on G, and we
denote as Bn the ball of radius n about 1 P G.
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We say that a subset A Ă G is generic if the proportion of elements of word length
at most n which belong to A tends to 1 as nÑ 8, i.e.
lim
nÑ8
#pAXBnq
#Bn
“ 1.
An element g P G is said to be loxodromic if it has exactly two fixed points on
the boundary of X, one attracting and the other repelling. This is equivalent to the
condition that there is a positive constant  “ pgq such that dXpx, gnxq ě  ¨ |n| for
all n P Z, where |g| denotes the word length of G with respect to S.
Our first main theorem is the following:
Theorem 1.1 (Genericity of loxodromics). Let G be a hyperbolic group with a nonele-
mentary action by isometries on a separable, hyperbolic metric space X. Then X–
loxodromics are generic on G, i.e.
#tg P Bn : g is X ´ loxodromicu
#Bn
Ñ 1,
as nÑ 8.
Recall that two loxodromic isometries f and g of X are independent if their fixed
point sets in BX are disjoint, and the action Gy X is nonelementary if G contains
two independent loxodromic isometries of X1.
We actually prove the stronger result that X–loxodromics are generic with respect
to counting in spheres Sn in the Cayley graph of G.
Our results demonstrate that much of the typical geometry of G is preserved under
the action G y X. Let us recall that the choice of a generating set S determines a
natural boundary measure ν on BG which is called the Patterson–Sullivan measure
[Coo93]. Intuitively, this measure is defined by taking weak limits of the uniform
distribution on balls Bn as nÑ 8 (with the previous definition, it is only defined up
to a multiplicative constant, but we actually fix a normalization: see Section 5.1).
1.1. Typical geodesic rays in G. Our next collection of results concerns the be-
havior of ν–typical geodesic rays of G and the paths they determine in the space X
under the orbit map GÑ X. That the images of geodesics in G have any controlled
behavior when projected to X is particularly surprising at this level of generality. A
few examples to bear in mind are G acting on a locally infinite hyperbolic graph, G
acting on one of its nonelementary hyperbolic quotient groups, or G acting on Hn
with dense orbits.
We first show that typical geodesic rays of G converge to the boundary in XYBX:
Theorem 1.2 (Convergence to the boundary of X). Let G be a hyperbolic group with
a nonelementary action by isometries on a separable, hyperbolic metric space X. For
every x P X and ν–almost every η P BG, if pgnqně0 is a geodesic ray in G converging
to η, then the sequence gnx in X converges to a point in the boundary BX.
1Actions satisfying this condition are sometimes called of general type [CdCM`15].
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For x P X, let Φ “ Φx : G Ñ X given by Φpgq “ gx denote the orbit map of the
action G y X. Theorem 1.2 implies the existence of a ν-measurable, G-equivariant
map BΦ: BGÑ BX from the Gromov boundary of G to the Gromov boundary of X.
In fact, if we define
BXG “ tη P BG : Φpr1, ηqq Ă X converges to a point in BXu,
then Φ extends to a map BΦ: BXG Ñ BX and the set BXG has full ν-measure by
Theorem 1.2.
In addition, we show that for almost every η P BG, the path Φpr1, ηqq makes linear
progress in the space X:
Theorem 1.3 (Positive drift). Let G be a hyperbolic group with a nonelementary
action by isometries on a separable, hyperbolic metric space X. Then there exists
L ą 0 such that for every x P X and ν–almost every η P BG, if pgnqně0 is a geodesic
in G converging to η, then
lim
nÑ8
dXpx, gnxq
n
“ L ą 0.
Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 are proven using a Markov chain (introduced by
Calegari–Fujiwara [CF10]) on the directed graph Γ which parameterizes a geodesic
combing of G. That is, directed paths in Γ evaluate to geodesics in the group G. Let P
be the corresponding Markov measure on the space of sample paths pwnq which begin
at the “identity” vertex of Γ. (See Section 6 for details.) By combining Theorem 1.2
and Theorem 1.3 we show that along a P–typical path in Γ one encounters elements
of G which are loxodromic for the action on X and whose translation lengths grow
linearly. Recall that the (stable) translation length of g with respect to its action on
X is
τXpgq “ lim inf
nÑ8
dXpx, gnxq
n
,
which is well-defined, independent of x P X, and an element g P G is X–loxodromic
if and only if τXpgq ą 0.
Theorem 1.4 (Linear growth of X–translation lengths). Let G be a hyperbolic group
with a nonelementary action by isometries on a separable hyperbolic metric space X.
Then there is an L1 ą 0 such that
P
`
τXpwnq ě L1n
˘Ñ 1,
as nÑ 8.
In fact, we show that the constant L1 appearing in Theorem 1.4 can be taken to be
L´  for any  ą 0, where L is the drift constant of Theorem 1.3.
1.2. Genericity in G and the action G y X. Our third collection of results
concerns the typical behavior of elements g P G with respect to counting in the balls
Bn Ă G. We emphasize that our genericity results also hold for counting in spheres
Sn (i.e. elements of word length exactly n) which gives a priori stronger information.
First, we show that for a fixed x P X, the ratio of the displacement dXpx, gxq to
the word length of g is uniformly bounded from below for a generic subset of G.
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Theorem 1.5 (Genericity of positive drift). Let G be a hyperbolic group with a
nonelementary action by isometries on a separable hyperbolic metric space X. Then
there exists L1 ą 0 such that
#tg P Bn : dXpgx, xq ě L1|g|u
#Bn
Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.
By combining Theorem 1.5 with estimates for the Gromov product between generic
elements we show that, generically, the translation length of g with respect to the
action Gy X grows linearly with |g|.
Theorem 1.6 (Genericity of linear growth). Let G be a hyperbolic group with a
nonelementary action by isometries on a separable hyperbolic metric space X. Then
there is an L1 ą 0 so that
#tg P Bn : τXpgq ě L1|g|u
#Bn
Ñ 1,
as nÑ 8.
Just as above, the constant L1 appearing in Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.6 can be
taken to be L´  for any  ą 0, where L is the drift constant of Theorem 1.3.
Since τXpgq ą 0 if and only if g is loxodromic for the action Gy X, Theorem 1.6
immediately implies that X–loxodromics are generic in G, proving Theorem 1.1.
1.3. Methods and connections to previous results. Counting problems for dis-
crete groups have a long history; in particular, starting with Margulis’ thesis [Mar04],
much attention has been devoted to counting orbit points of a lattice in a Lie group,
with respect to the Riemannian metric in the Lie group. This is closely related to
counting geodesics of a certain length in the quotient space.
However, few works have addressed the counting with respect to the word metric
on G. For example, Pollicott and Sharp [PS98] compare word length in a cocom-
pact lattice of IsompHnq to distance between orbit points in Hn. In a different vein,
Calegari and Fujiwara [CF10] study the generic behavior of a bicombable function
on a hyperbolic group and, in particular, establish a Central Limit Theorem for such
functions. Finally, Wiest [Wie14] recently showed that if a group G satisfies a weak
automaticity condition and the action G y X on a hyperbolic space X satisfies a
strong “geodesic word hypothesis,” then the loxodromics make up a definite propor-
tion of elements of the n ball (when counting with respect to certain normal forms).
This geodesic word hypothesis essentially requires geodesics in the group G, given by
the normal forms, to project to unparameterized quasigeodesics in the space X under
the orbit map.
Another way of counting is to run a random walk on the Cayley graph of G and
count with respect to the n-step distribution of such random walk. Since sample
paths are generally not geodesics, this counting is also different from counting in
balls. However, in this case many more results are known: for instance, Rivin [Riv08]
and Maher [Mah11] proved that pseudo-Anosov mapping classes are generic with
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respect to random walks in the mapping class group. Moreover, if a random walk
converges almost surely to BX, then it defines a harmonic measure on BX which is
the hitting measure at infinity of the walk. See, among others, [Kai94, CM15, MT14].
In general, it is hard to compare the hitting measure for a random walk with the
Patterson–Sullivan measure, and that makes the two types of counting different. In
our case though, the theory of geodesic combings of hyperbolic groups [Can84] tells us
that counting with respect to balls is equivalent to counting paths in a certain finite
graph. Further, there exists a Markov chain on the graph whose n-step distribution
produces essentially the uniform distribution on balls [CF10].
One consequence of our study is that (a particular normalization of) the Patterson–
Sullivan measure ν on BG decomposes as a countable sum of harmonic measures
associated to random walks on G, in the following sense.
Proposition 1.7. There exists a finite collection of measures ν1, . . . , νr on BG, which
are harmonic measures for random walks on G with finite exponential moment, and
such that the Patterson–Sullivan measure ν can be written as
ν “
ÿ
gPG
ag g˚νipgq,
where each ag is a non-negative, real coefficient, and ipgq P t1, . . . , ru.
One should compare Proposition 1.7 with the main theorem of Connell–Muchnik
[CM07], who show that for certain actions of hyperbolic groups, the Patterson–
Sullivan measure is actually the harmonic measure for some random walk on G. We
note that their result does not apply in our setting (the Gromov boundary of a hy-
perbolic group) since the Patterson–Sullivan measure ν does not necessarily have the
property that the Radon–Nikodym derivative of g˚ν with respect to ν is continuous.
See also Remark 2.15 of [GMM15].
1.4. Applications. We now collect some immediate applications of our main results.
1.4.1. Splittings and quotients of hyperbolic groups. Applying Theorem 1.6 directly
to the action G y CSpGq of a hyperbolic group on its Cayley graph, we see that
generic elements of G are infinite order and their translation lengths grow linearly in
word length. The main point of our results is that they apply to a much more general
setting.
For example, recall that a splitting of a group G is an action of G on a simplicial
tree T – this is equivalent to realizing G as the fundamental group of a graph of
groups [Ser03]. The splitting is minimal if there is no invariant subtree. For g P G,
we denote by g˚ the shortest representative of the conjugacy class of g in T {G.
Proposition 1.8. Suppose that G y T is a minimal splitting of a hyperbolic group
G such that T has at least 3 ends. Then the set of elements which are not conjugate
into a vertex stabilizer is generic.
Moreover, there is an L ą 0 such that the set of g P G having the property that
#pedges crossed by g˚q ě L|g|
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is generic in G.
Similar statements can be made about other useful actions of G on hyperbolic
spaces. These include the quasi–trees of Bestvina–Bromberg–Fujiwara [BBF15] or
hyperbolic graphs obtained by coning–off uniformly quasiconvex subsets of the hy-
perbolic group G [KR14]. We state one further general application, which follows
directly from Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.9 (Epimorphisms are generically bilipschitz). Let φ : G Ñ H be a sur-
jective homomorphism between nonelementary hyperbolic groups. Then there is an
L ą 0 such that the set of g P G for which
|φpgq| ě L|g|
is generic in G.
Moreover, there is a subset BHG of BG with νpBHGq “ 1 and a boundary map
Bφ : BHGÑ BH extending the homomorphism φ : GÑ H.
1.4.2. Mapping class groups and OutpFNq. Our main result on the genericity of lox-
odromics is in part motivated by a long-standing conjecture about the mapping class
group of an orientable surface S with χpSq ă ´1. For background material on map-
ping class groups see, for example, [FM12].
Conjecture 1.10 ([Far06, Conjecture 3.15]). Let ModpSq be the mapping class group
of an orientable surface S with χpSq ă ´1. Then pseudo–Anosov mapping classes
are generic in ModpSq.
While Conjecture 1.10 seems at the moment out of reach, our main result does
imply the corresponding statement for hyperbolic subgroups of ModpSq. Recall that
ModpSq is not itself hyperbolic and so the techniques of this paper do not directly
apply. We say that a subgroup G of ModpSq is irreducible if no finite index subgroup
of G fixes a multicurve on S.
Theorem 1.11 (Genericity in ModpSq). Let G be a nonelementary hyperbolic group
which is an irreducible subgroup of ModpSq. Then pseudo–Anosov mapping classes
are generic in G with respect to any generating set of G.
Proof. The mapping class group ModpSq acts by isometries on the curve complex
CpSq of the surface S, which is hyperbolic by [MM99]. Since G is an irreducible
subgroup of ModpSq which is not virtually cyclic, G has a nonelementary action on
CpSq; this follows from the subgroup structure theorems of [BLM83, Iva92]. Since the
loxodromics of the action ModpSq y CpSq are exactly the pseudo-Anosov mapping
classes, again by [MM99], the result follows from Theorem 1.1. 
We remark that hyperbolic, irreducible subgroups of ModpSq, i.e. those subgroups
to which Theorem 1.11 applies, are abundant. For example, there are several con-
structions of right–angled Artin subgroups of ModpSq [CLM12, Kob10] and such
subgroups are well-known to contain a variety of hyperbolic subgroups (see Section
1.4.3).
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For a second source of examples, let S be a closed surface of genus at least 2 and set
S˚ “ Szp for some p P S. Recall that there is a natural map ModpS˚q Ñ ModpSq and
for h P ModpSq, the preimage of xhy under this map is exactly the subgroup pi1pMhq ď
ModpS˚q, the fundamental group of the mapping torus of the homeomorphism h : S Ñ
S [Bir69]. If h is pseudo-Anosov, then Thurston’s hyperbolization theorem for 3–
manifolds fibering over the circle implies that Mh is hyperbolic [Thu98]. In particular,
pi1pMhq is hyperbolic. Theorem 1.11 implies that for any pseudo-Anosov h P ModpSq
and any generating set of pi1pMhq, pseudo-Anosov mapping classes are generic in the
subgroup pi1pMhq ď ModpS˚q. More interestingly, this is true for any embedding of
pi1pMhq into a mapping class group, so long as the image does not virtually fix a
multicurve on the surface.
There is also a direct analogue for hyperbolic subgroups of OutpFNq. Similar to
the discussion for mapping class groups, there are various techniques for constructing
hyperbolic subgroups of OutpFNq. See for example [Tay15]. We say that a subgroup
G of OutpFNq is irreducible if no finite index subgroup of G fixes a free factor of FN .
Theorem 1.12 (Genericity in OutpFNq). Let G be a nonelementary hyperbolic group
which is an irreducible subgroup of OutpFNq. Then fully irreducible automorphisms
are generic in G with respect to any generating set of G.
Moreover, if G is also not contained in a mapping class subgroup of OutpFNq, then
atoroidal, fully irreducible automorphisms are generic in G.
Proof. We mimic the proof of Theorem 1.11 using the action of OutpFNq on two free
group analogues of the curve complex. First, since G ď OutpFNq is irreducible and
not virtually cyclic, the main result of [HM13] implies that G contains “independent”
fully irreducible automorphisms. This implies that G has a nonelementary action on
FFN , the free factor complex of FN , which is hyperbolic by [BF14]. We then apply
Theorem 1.1 to obtain the first part of the theorem since the loxodromic isometries
of FFN are exactly the fully irreducible automorphisms [BF14].
To get the moreover statement, we use the action of OutpFNq on CSN , the co-surface
graph of FN . By [DT16], CSN is a hyperbolic graph and the loxodromic elements of
the action OutpFNqy CSN are exactly the atoroidal fully irreducible automorphisms.
By [Uya15], G ď OutpFNqmust contain an atoroidal element of OutpFnq for otherwise
G is contained in a mapping class subgroup of OutpFNq, contrary to our hypothesis.
From this, it follows easily that the action Gy CSN is nonelementary and so another
application of Theorem 1.1 completes the proof. 
1.4.3. Special hyperbolic groups and loxodromics in RAAGs. As a final application, we
recall the celebrated result of Agol, who building of work of Wise and his collaborators
showed that every hyperbolic cubulated group G1 has a finite index subgroup G which
embeds into a right-angled Artin group ApΓq [Ago13]. Following work of Haglund and
Wise, a finitely generated group which embeds into a right–angled Artin group ApΓq
is called special [HW08]. For additional information of RAAGs and special groups
see, for example, [Wis12].
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As ApΓq is itself a CATp0q group, an important role is played by its elements which
act by rank–1 isometries on its associated CATp0q cube complex, its so-called Salvetti
complex. Following [KK14], we call such elements of ApΓq loxodromic. Equivalently,
loxodromics elements of ApΓq are characterized algebraically by having cyclic central-
izer in ApΓq [Ser89, BF09] and geometrically as being the Morse elements of ApΓq
[BC12]. Being of geometric interest, one might ask how frequently elements of a
hyperbolic cubulated group G get mapped to loxodromics of ApΓq via the embed-
dings provided by Agol’s theorem, and our next application shows that this is indeed
generically the case. Note this is in contrast to the well–known result that the only
subgroups of ApΓq for which each nontrivial element is loxodromic are free subgroups
[CLM12, KK14, KMT14].
Theorem 1.13 (Genericity in hyperbolic, special groups). Let G be a nonelementary
hyperbolic group and φ : GÑ ApΓq be an injective homomorphism into a right–angled
Artin group ApΓq. Then either φ is conjugate to a homomorphism into ApΛq for a
subgraph Λ ď Γ, or
#tg P Bn : φpgq is loxodromic in ApΓqu
#Bn
Ñ 1.
Proof. By Theorem 5.2 of [BC12], if φpGq is not conjugate into ApΛq for some proper
subgraph Λ ď Γ, then φpGq contains at least 2 independent loxodromic elements.
This implies that the induced action of G on the extension graph Γe is nonelementary.
Since Γe is hyperbolic and the loxodromic isometries of ApΓq y Γe are exactly the
loxodromic elements of ApΓq ([KK14]), applying Theorem 1.1 to the action G y Γe
completes the proof. 
1.5. Summary of paper. In Section 2 and Section 3 we present the theory of Markov
chains on directed graphs that will be needed for our counting arguments. In Section
4 we describe a process by which we turn a Markov chain into a number of random
walks, using first return probabilities. Section 5 then presents background material
on hyperbolic groups and spaces, geodesic combings, and random walks.
These techniques are combined in Section 6 to show that sample paths in the
geodesic combing of G converge to the boundary of X and have positive drift. This
proves Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3. We also show that with probability going to 1,
the nth step of a sample path in the Markov chain is X–loxodromic with translation
length growing linearly in n. One of the main steps in establishing these results is
to show that the first return probabilities discussed above determine nonelementary
measures on the group G.
Finally, in Section 7, we turn our statements about the Markov measure into state-
ments about counting in the Cayley graph of the group G. This culminates in the
proofs of Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.6.
Acknowledgements. The authors thank Ilya Kapovich and Joseph Maher for help-
ful suggestions. The first author is partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1401875,
and second author is partially supported by NSF grant DMS-1400498.
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2. Counting paths in graphs
We start by setting up our notation and recalling some fundamental facts about
directed graphs. Note that we will first deal with general graphs, and introduce the
group structure only later. We mostly follow Calegari–Fujiwara [CF10].
2.1. Almost semisimple graphs. Let Γ be a finite, directed graph with vertex set
V pΓq “ tv0, v1, . . . , vr´1u. The adjacency matrix of Γ is the r ˆ r matrix M “ pMijq
defined so that Mij is the number of edges from vi to vj.
Such a graph is almost semisimple of growth λ ą 1 if the following hold:
(1) There is an initial vertex, which we denote as v0;
(2) For any other vertex v, there is a (directed) path from v0 to v;
(3) The largest modulus of the eigenvalues of M is λ, and for any eigenvalue of
modulus λ, its geometric multiplicity and algebraic multiplicity coincide.
The universal cover of Γ is the countable tree rΓ whose vertex set is the set of finite
paths in Γ starting from v0, and there is an edge p1 Ñ p2 in rΓ if the path p2 is the
concatenation of p1 with an edge of Γ.
The set rΓ is naturally a rooted tree, where the root is the path of length 0 from v0
to itself, hence it can be identified with v0. Moreover, rΓ is naturally endowed with
a distance coming from the tree structure: there, a vertex has distance n from the
initial vertex if and only if it represents a path of length n. We denote as |g| the
distance between g P rΓ and the root. There is a natural graph map rΓ Ñ Γ which
sends each vertex in rΓ representing a path in Γ to its endpoint, seen as a vertex of Γ.
For any vertex g of rΓ, we denote as rgs the corresponding vertex of Γ.
Given two vertices v1, v2 of a directed graph, we say that v2 is accessible from v1
and write v1 Ñ v2 if there is a path from v1 to v2. Then we say that two vertices are
mutually accessible if v1 Ñ v2 and v2 Ñ v1. Mutually accessibility is an equivalence
relation, and equivalence classes are called irreducible components of Γ.
The boundary of rΓ is the set BrΓ of infinite paths in Γ starting from the initial vertex.
The set rΓ Y BrΓ carries a natural metric, where the distance between two (finite or
infinite) paths γ1 and γ2 is dpγ1, γ2q “ 2´P pγ1,γ2q where P pγ1, γ2q is the length of the
longest path from the initial vertex which is a common prefix of both γ1 and γ2. This
way, rΓY BrΓ is a compact metric space, and BrΓ is a Cantor set.
2.2. Counting measures. For each n, we denote as Sn Ď rΓ the sphere of radius n
around the origin, i.e. the set of vertices at distance n from the initial vertex. This
defines a sequence P n of counting measures on rΓ: namely, for each set A Ă rΓ we
define
P npAq :“ #pAX Snq
#Sn
.
For any subset A Ď rΓ, we define the growth λpAq of A as
λpAq :“ lim sup
nÑ8
n
a
#pAX Snq.
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By construction, the growth of rΓ is λ (see also Lemma 2.3).
For each vertex v of Γ which lies in a component C, let PvpCq denote the set of
finite paths in Γ based at v which lie entirely in C. Moreover, for any lift g of v torΓ, we let PgpCq be the set of finite paths in rΓ based at g whose projection to Γ lies
entirely in C.
We call an irreducible component C of Γ maximal if for some (equivalently, any) g
which projects to an element of C, the growth of PgpCq equals λ.
2.3. Vertices of small and large growth.
Definition 2.1. For each vertex g P rΓ, the cone of g, denoted as conepgq, is the set
of (finite or infinite) paths in rΓ starting at v0 and passing through g.
We now define vertices to be of large or small growth, according to the growth of
their cone. More precisely, following Calegari-Fujiwara [CF10], we define the linear
map ρ : RV pΓq Ñ RV pΓq as
ρpvq :“ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
n“0
Mnv
λn
The limit exists by the almost semisimplicity assumption (3). If we denote by 1
the vector in RV pΓq all of whose coordinates are 1, note that by construction pMn1qi
equals the number of paths of length n starting at vi, i.e. for any g P rΓ we have
pMn1qi “ #pconepgq X Sn`|g|q
where rgs “ vi. In particular, pMn1q0 “ #Sn.
Definition 2.2. We say a vertex vi of Γ has small growth if ρp1qi “ 0, and has large
growth if ρp1qi ą 0.
Note that if vi is of small growth and there is an edge vi Ñ vj, then vj is also of
small growth. We denote as LG the set of vertices of large growth. Note that if a
vertex belongs to a maximal irreducible component, then it has large growth, but
the converse is not necessarily true; indeed, the cone of a vertex may have maximal
growth, while its irreducible component may have smaller growth.
Lemma 2.3. Let Γ be an almost semisimple graph of growth λ ą 1.
(1) There exists c ą 0 such that for any vertex v of large growth and any n ě 0,
c´1λn ď #tpaths from v of length nu ď cλn
(2) There exists c ą 0 and λ1 ă λ such that, for any vertex v of small growth and
any n ě 0,
#tpaths from v of length nu ď cλn1
(3) Let v be a vertex which belongs to a maximal component C. Then there exists
c ą 0 such that for any n ě 0,
c´1λn ď #tpaths in PvpCq of length nu ď cλn
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Proof. Let us first assume that v “ v0 is the initial vertex, which has large growth
by construction. By writing M in Jordan normal form, one has }Mn} — λn for any
submultiplicative norm. Since all norms on the space of matrices are equivalent, we
also have ÿ
i,j
pMnqij — λn
which can be rewritten as ÿ
i
pMn1qi — λn
Now, for each vertex vj there is a path of length lj from v0 to vj, hence
pMn`lj1q0 ě pMn1qj
Moreover, since the degree of each vertex is bounded by some d,
pMn`lj1q0 ď dljpMn1q0
thus putting together the estimates yields
pMn1q0 ď
ÿ
i
pMn1qi ď
ÿ
i
dlipMn1q0
which gives
#Sn “ pMn1q0 — λn
proving (1) in this case.
Let us now pick a vertex v, and consider the set V of all vertices which are acces-
sible from v. Then the matrix MT leaves invariant the span V 1 of all basis vectors
corresponding to elements of V . Let M1 be the restriction of MT to V 1; then either
M1 is almost semisimple of growth λ, or it has spectral radius ă λ. In the first case,
the above proof shows that
#pconepvq X Snq — λn
which implies that v has large growth; in the second case, then pMn1 1qv ď }Mn1 } ď cλn1
with λ1 ă λ, hence v has small growth, proving (2).
To prove (3), let us consider the set W of vertices which belong to the maximal
component C, let V 2 be the span of its basis vectors. Now, MT1 leaves invariant V 2,
and let M2 be the restriction of M
T
1 to V
2. Again, either M2 is almost semisimple
or it has spectral radius strictly smaller than λ. However, since C is maximal the
spectral radius cannot be strictly smaller than λ, hence if v “ vi we have
#tpaths in PvpCq of length nu “ pMn2 1qi — λn.

Remark 2.4. In order to clarify the connection between large growth vertices and
maximal components, let us note that one can prove the following: if v is a vertex
which belongs to a component C, then v has large growth if and only if there exists
a descendent component of C (possibly C itself) which is maximal.
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Let us denote as Sn the set of elements of rΓ at distance n from the initial vertex.
If g P Sn, then we denote pg the element along the path from the initial vertex to g at
distance n´ log n from the initial vertex.
Proposition 2.5. We have
#tg P Sn : pg of small growthu
#Sn
Ñ 0
as nÑ 8.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 (1), the number of paths from the origin of length n´ log n is
at most cλn´logn, and by Lemma 2.3 (2) for each vertex of small growth the number
of outgoing paths of length log n is at most cλlogn1 , so the total number of paths of
length n from the origin which passes at time n ´ log n through a vertex of small
growth is at most
cλn´logn ¨ cλlogn1 ď c2λnnlog λ1´log λ
which is negligible with respect to the cardinality of Sn, of the order of λ
n. 
2.4. The Patterson-Sullivan measure. We define the Patterson-Sullivan measure
ν as the limit of the measures
νN :“
ř
|g|ďN λ
´|g|δgř
|g|ďN λ´|g|
on rΓ Y BrΓ. As a consequence of the almost semisimplicity one gets the following
proposition. For its statement, recall that 1 denotes the vector with all entries equal
to 1.
Proposition 2.6. The limit ν :“ limNÑ8 νN exists as a limit of measures on rΓYBrΓ,
and it is given on cones by the formula:
(1) νpconepgqq “
"
ρp1qi
ρp1q0λ
´|g| if rgs “ vi has large growth
0 otherwise
In particular, ν is supported on BrΓ. The measure ν is called the Patterson-Sullivan
measure.
For a proof, see the discussion preceding Lemma 4.19 of [CF10]. The only difference
is that they consider the limit of the measures pνN :“ 1N ř|g|ďN λ´|g|δg, so the limit
may not be a probability measure. We normalize by dividing by ρp1q0 so that ν is a
probability measure.
3. Markov chains
Let Γ be a finite directed graph, with vertex set V pΓq and edge set EpΓq.
A transition probability µ for Γ is a function µ : EpΓq Ñ Rě0 such that for each
vertex v P V pΓq, the total sum of the probabilities of the edges going out from v is 1:ÿ
ePOutpvq
µpeq “ 1
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where Outpvq denotes the set of outgoing edges from vertex v. A vertex distribution
for Γ is a function p : V pΓq Ñ Rě0 such that řvPV pΓq ppvq “ 1.
Let Ω denote the set of all infinite paths in Γ, no matter what the starting vertex is.
Given a transition probability µ and a vertex distribution p, we define a probability
measure Pp,µ on Ω by assigning to each cylinder set
Ce1,...,en “ tω “ pωnq P Ω : ω1 “ e1, . . . , ωn “ enu
the probability
Pp,µ pCe1,...,enq “ ppv0qµpe1q ¨ ¨ ¨µpenq
where v0 is the initial vertex of the edge e1. Finally, if γ “ e1 . . . en is a finite path in
Γ or rΓ, we define
µpγq “ µpe1q . . . µpenq
to be the product of the transition probabilities of its edges.
3.1. Recurrence. Let us now fix a transition probability µ on the graph Γ.
Then for each vertex v, we denote as Pv “ Pδv ,µ the probability measure on Ω where
the vertex distribution is the δ-measure at v. Clearly, this measure is supported on
the set of infinite paths starting at v, which we denote by Ωv. Finally, we denote
simply as P “ Pv0 the probability measure on the set of infinite paths starting at the
initial vertex v0. Set Ω0 “ Ωv0 .
The measure P defines a Markov process on rΓ, which starts at the initial vertex v0
and moves along the graph according to the transition probabilities. To be precise,
let us define the map gn : Ω0 Ñ rΓ which associates to each infinite path starting at
the initial vertex its prefix of length n, seen as a vertex of rΓ. This defines a sequence
of Markov measures pPnq on rΓ by setting PnpAq as the probability that the Markov
chain hits A at time n, that is PnpAq “ Ppgn P Aq.
Definition 3.1. A vertex v of Γ is recurrent if:
(1) there is a path from v0 to v of positive probability; and
(2) whenever there is a path from v to another vertex w of positive probability,
there is also a path from w to v of positive probability.
Two recurrent vertices v1 and v2 are equivalent if there exists a path from v1 to v2
of positive probability, and a path from v2 to v1 of positive probability. A recurrent
component is an equivalence class of recurrent vertices.
For each n, let us define Xn : Ω Ñ Γ so that Xnpωq denotes the endpoint of the
finite prefix of ω of length n. Once we fix a measure on Ω, the sequence pXnq is
a stochastic process with values in Γ (in our case, a Markov chain) and Xn is the
location of the nth step of the chain.
Lemma 3.2. Let Γ be a directed graph with transition probability µ.
(1) For P-almost every path in Ω, there exists a recurrent component C and an
index N such that Xn belongs to C for all n ě N . Moreover, Xn visits every
vertex of C infinitely many times.
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(2) There exists c ą 0 such that, for any recurrent vertex v, for each n ě 0 we
have
Pv
`
τ`v “ n
˘ ď e´cn
where τv` “ mintn ě 1 : Xn “ vu denotes the first return time to vertex v.
Proof. For each pair of vertices vi, vj such that there is a path from vi to vj of positive
probability, let us pick one such path γij, and let L be the (finite) collection of all γij.
Now, let r be the maximum length of all the elements of L, and p :“ minγPL µpγq ą
0. For each non-recurrent vertex vi which can be reached from v0 with positive
probability, there is a path γ in L from vi to some recurrent vj. Then for each
non-recurrent vi we have
PvipXn not recurrent for all n ď rq ď 1´ p
Thus, for any k we have
PvipXn not recurrent for all n ď krq ď p1´ pqk
yielding the first claim if k Ñ 8. Now, if vi and vj lie in the same recurrent compo-
nent, then there are paths in L from vi to vj and from vj to vi, hence
PvipXn ‰ vj for all n ď rq ď 1´ p
and by repeated application of this argument (as you never leave a recurrent compo-
nent)
PvipXn ‰ vj for all n ď krq ď p1´ pqk
which implies the second claim. The claim about the return time follows from the
above inequality setting vi “ vj “ v a recurrent vertex. 
3.2. Markov measure. On the other hand, given an almost semisimple graph Γ of
growth λ, we construct a Markov chain by defining a transition probability µ : EpΓq Ñ
Rě0 as follows: if vi has large growth, then for each directed edge e from vi to vj we
define
(2) µpeq :“ ρp1qj
λρp1qi .
If vi has small growth, we define µpeq “ 0 for each directed edge from vi to vj if i ‰ j
and µpeq “ 1{di if e is one of di directed edges from vi to itself. Let µpvi Ñ vjq denote
the probability of going from vi to vj and observe that if vi has large growth, then
µpvi Ñ vjq “ Mijρp1qj
λρp1qi ,
and if vi has small growth, µpvi Ñ vjq “ 0 for i ‰ j and µpvi Ñ viq “ 1. With this
observation, one can easily check that µ defines a transition probability for Γ as in
[CF10, Lemma 4.9].
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For this choice of transition probability µ, it is now easy to explicitly compute the
n-step distributions Pn of the associated Markov chain. In fact, from eq. (2) one gets
for each vertex g P rΓ
(3) Pnptguq “
"
ρp1qi
ρp1q0λ
´n if |g| “ n, rgs “ vi has large growth
0 otherwise
One can check from direct calculation, comparing formulas (1) and (3) that the
sequence pPnq of measures on rΓY BrΓ converges to the Patterson-Sullivan measure ν.
In particular, if we identify Ω0 with BrΓ via path lifting to the base vertex, then ν “ P.
Lemma 3.3. Let Γ be an almost semisimple graph with transition probability µ given
by eq. (2). Then an irreducible component of Γ is maximal if and only if it is recurrent.
Proof. Let C be an irreducible component of Γ, and vi P C a vertex. If C is recurrent,
then for each n almost every path of length n which starts from vi stays in C, hence
by equation (2) one gets
1 “
ÿ
vjPC
PvipXn “ vjq “
ÿ
jPC
Mnijρp1qj
λnρp1qi ď
ˆ
maxvjPC ρp1qj
ρp1qi
˙ ř
vjPCM
n
ij
λn
Note that
ř
jPCM
n
ij equals the number of paths of length n which start from vi and
lie entirely in C, hence by the above estimate such number is bounded below by cλn,
proving that C is maximal. Conversely, suppose that C is maximal. Then each vertex
of C has large growth and so for each v in C there is a path from v0 to v of positive
probability. If there is a path from v to some vertex w of positive probability, then
w also has large growth (eq. (2)). Hence, w P C since Γ is almost semisimple. Now
any directed path from w back to v in C has positive probability by definition of µ,
showing that C is recurrent and completing the proof. 
Finally, the next lemma compares the n-step distribution for the Markov chain to
the counting measure.
Lemma 3.4. There exists c ą 1 such that, for each A Ď rΓ, we have the inequality
(4) c´1 PnpAq ď P npAX LGq ď c PnpAq.
Proof. By definition,
P npAX LGq “ #pAX LGX Snq
#Sn
while from formula (3)
PnpAq “
ˆ
1
ρp1q0
˙ ÿ
gPAXLGXSn
ρp1qgλ´n
Now, since there are a finite number of vertices, we have c´1 ď ρp1qg ď c for any g of
large growth, hence
PnpAq “
ˆ
1
ρp1q0
˙ ÿ
gPAXLGXSn
ρp1qgλ´n — #pAX LGX Snqλ´n
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and since #Sn — λn we get the claim. 
4. From Markov chains to random walks
Let Γ be the finite graph, v0 its initial vertex, and P the Markov measure on the
space Ω0 of infinite paths starting at the initial vertex.
We will associate to each recurrent vertex of the Markov chain a random walk,
and use previous results on random walks to prove statements about the asymptotic
behavior of the Markov chain.
4.1. Return times. For each sample path ω P Ω0, let us define npk, v, ωq as the kth
time the path ω lies at the vertex v. In formulas,
npk, v, ωq :“
"
0 if k “ 0
min ph ą npk ´ 1, v, ωq : Xhpωq “ vq if k ě 1
To simplify notation, we will write npk, vq instead of npk, v, ωq when the sample path
ω is fixed. Moreover, we denote
τpk, vq :“ npk, vq ´ npk ´ 1, vq.
These are the return times to the vertex v.
Definition 4.1. For every vertex v of Γ, the loop semigroup of v is the set Lv of
loops in the graph Γ which begin and end at v. It is a semigroup with respect to
concatenation. A loop in Lv is primitive if it is not the concatenation of two (non-
trivial) loops in Lv.
Let us now pick a recurrent component C, and let ΩC be the set of all infinite paths
from the initial vertex which enter C and remain inside C forever. We denote as PC
the conditional probability of P on ΩC .
Let us now fix a vertex v of C. Then PC-almost every infinite path γ in ΩC passes
through v infinitely many times, hence such γ can be decomposed as a concatenation
γ “ γ0γ1 . . . γn . . . where γ0 is a path from v0 to v which visits v only once, and each
γi for i ě 1 is a primitive loop at v. This defines for each recurrent vertex v P C a
measurable map
ϕv : pΩC ,PCq Ñ pLvqN
penq Ñ pγ1, γ2, . . .q
where γk “ enpk,vq`1 . . . enpk`1,vq.
We now define the first return measure µv on the set of primitive loops by setting,
for each primitive loop γ “ e1 . . . en with edges e1, . . . , en,
µvpe1 . . . enq “ µpe1q . . . µpenq.
Extend µv to the entire loop semigroup Lv by setting µvpγq “ 0 if γ P Lv is not
primitive. Since almost every path starting at v visits v infinitely many times, the
measure µv is a probability measure.
Lemma 4.2. For any recurrent vertex v which belongs to a component C, we have
pϕvq‹PC “ µNv .
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Proof. It suffices to show that the measures µNv and pϕvq‹PC agree on cylinder sets of
the form Cl1,l2,...,lk Ă pLvqN. We may also assume that each li is primitive, otherwise
Cl1,l2,...,lk has µ
N
v –measure 0 and ϕ
´1
v pCl1,l2,...,lkq is empty. Hence, µNv pCl1,l2,...,lkq “
µvpl1q . . . µvplkq.
Let Hv be the set of paths in ΩC which start at v0 and meet v only at their terminal
endpoint. Then we have the disjoint union
ϕ´1v pCl1,l2,...,lkq “
ď
γPHv
γ ¨ l1l2 . . . lk ¨ Ωv.
So by the Markov property
PCpϕ´1v pCl1,l2,...,lkqq “
ÿ
γPHv
PCpγqPvpl1q . . .Pvplkq
“ µvpl1q . . . µvplkq,
where the second equality follows from the fact that almost every path in ΩC hits v
and that each li is a primitive loop. This completes the proof. 
By Lemma 3.2, for every recurrent vertex v, the first return measure µv has finite
exponential moment, i.e. there exists a constant α ą 0 such that
(5)
ż
Lv
eα|γ| dµvpγq ă 8.
5. Groups, combings and random walks
The connection between hyperbolic groups and Markov chains is through the theory
of geodesic combings.
Definition 5.1. A finite state automaton over the alphabet S is a finite, directed
graph Γ, with a distinguished initial vertex v0 and such that its edges are labeled by
elements of S, in such a way that no vertex has two outgoing edges with the same
label.
Let G be a countable group, and S Ă G a finite set which generates G as a
semigroup. Then we say that G has a geodesic combing with respect to S if there
exists a finite state automaton Γ such that:
(1) every path in Γ starting at the initial vertex is a geodesic in the word metric
for S;
(2) for every element g P G, there exists exactly one path in Γ which starts at the
initial vertex and represents g.
In this paper, we will only need geodesic combings on hyperbolic groups. For detailed
introduction, see [Cal13]. We begin by reviewing some basics on hyperbolic metric
spaces.
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5.1. Hyperbolic spaces and groups. A geodesic metric space X is δ–hyperbolic,
where δ ě 0, if for every geodesic triangle in X, each side is contained within the δ–
neighborhood of the other two sides. Each hyperbolic space has a well-defined Gromov
boundary BX, and we refer the reader to [BH09, Section III.H.3], [GdlH90], or [KB02,
Section 2] for definitions and properties. We note that when the metric space X is
proper (meaning that closed metric balls are compact), X YBX is a compactification
of X. If a group G acts on X by isometries, then there is an induced action Gy BX
by homeomorphisms.
Recall that we have defined a nonelementary action of G on X as an action Gy X
for which there are g, h P G which act loxodromically on X and whose fixed point sets
on the Gromov boundary of X are disjoint. We say that two such elements of G are
independent loxodromics for the action Gy X. This definition extends equally well
to an action of a semigroup L on X. We will require the following criterion which
characterizes when a semigroup action Ly X is nonelementary:
Proposition 5.2 ([DSU14, Proposition 7.3.1]). Suppose that L is a semigroup which
acts on the hyperbolic metric space X by isometries. If the limit set ΛL Ă BX of L
on the boundary of X is nonempty and L does not have a finite orbit in BX, then the
action Ly X is nonelementary 2, that is L contains two independent loxodromics.
If G is a finitely generated group, then G is hyperbolic if for some (any) finite gener-
ating set S, the associated Cayley graph CSpGq is δ–hyperbolic for some δ ě 0. Since
CSpGq is locally finite, the Gromov boundary BG “ BCSpGq is compact. In fact, the
boundary of G can be identified with the set of asymptote classes of geodesic rays
starting at the identity, where two geodesic rays γ1, γ2 : r0,8q Ñ G are asymptotic
if supt dpγ1ptq, γ2ptqq ă 8. Since the boundary BG is compact and Hausdorff, it is a
Baire space – the union of closed nowhere dense sets has empty interior.
Hyperbolic groups have automatics structures by the well-known theorem of Can-
non:
Theorem 5.3 ([Can84]). Let G be a hyperbolic group, and S a finite generating set.
Then G has a geodesic combing with respect to S.
Let Γ be the directed graph associated to the geodesic combing of G, whose edges
are labeled by generators from S. As Γ is a directed graph, we will use the notation
and terminology established in Section 2. That Γ comes from a combing of G implies
that there is a map ev : rΓ Ñ G, the evaluation map, which associates to each directed
path p in Γ beginning at v0, the element evppq P G represented by the word obtained
by concatenating the edge labels of p. By definition, |evppq| “ |p| and ev : rΓ Ñ G is
bijective. We remark that this map extends to all directed paths in Γ (no matter which
vertex they start from), again by concatenating edge labels, and we will continue to
denote this map by ev. Note that the extension still maps directed paths to geodesics,
but is no longer injective since paths which start at different vertices at Γ may still
2Das–Simmons–Urbanski call such an action of general type.
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read the same edge labels. Moreover, since paths in rΓ beginning at v0 map to geodesics
in G beginning at 1, ev induces a boundary map, denoted ev : BrΓ Ñ BG, which is
continuous, surjective, closed, and finite-to-one [Cal13].
In fact, the graph Γ is almost semisimple [CF10, Lemma 4.15], this follows from a
theorem of Coornaert.
Theorem 5.4 ([Coo93, Theorem 7.2]). Let G be a nonelementary hyperbolic group
with generating set S. Let Sn be the set of elements of G of word length n. Then
there are constants λ ą 0, c ě 1 such that
c´1λn ď #Sn ď cλn.
We remark that since Γ parameterizes the geodesic combing of G, the constant λ ą 0
in Theorem 5.4 is the growth rate of Γ.
Finally, the map ev : BrΓ Ñ BG pushes forward the Patterson-Sullivan measure on
BrΓ to the usual Patterson–Sullivan measure on BG, which we continue to denote by
ν. The measure ν is a quasiconformal measure on BG, which can alternatively be
defined, up to bounded ratios, as a weak limit of uniform measure on the balls Bn.
For details, see [Coo93] or Section 4.3 of [CF10].
Lemma 5.5 ([Coo93][Cal13]). The Patterson-Sullivan measure on BG has full sup-
port, i.e. every open set has positive measure. Moreover, the action of G on BG is
ergodic, i.e. any G-invariant subset of BG has either zero or full measure.
Finally, we turn to the definition and basic properties of shadows in the δ-hyperbolic
space X. For x, y P X, the shadow in X around y based at x is
Sxpy,Rq “ tz P X : py, zqx ě dpx, zq ´Ru,
where R ą 0 and py, zqx “ 12pdpx, yq ` dpx, zq ´ dpy, zqq is the usual Gromov product.
The distance parameter of Sxpy,Rq is by definition the number r “ dpx, yq ´ R,
which up to an additive constant depending only on δ, measures the distance from x
to Sxpy,Rq. Indeed, z P Sxpy,Rq if and only if any geodesic rx, zs 2δ–fellow travels
any geodesic rx, ys for distance r `Opδq.
We will use shadows in both the hyperbolic group G and the hyperbolic space
X, but the location of the shadow will always be clear from context. For example,
S1pg,Rq will usually denote a shadow in G based at the identity element.
The following lemma is an easy exercise in hyperbolic geometry.
Lemma 5.6. For each D ě 0, and each x, y in a δ-hyperbolic space, we have
NDpSxpy,Rqq Ď Sxpy,R `D ` 2δq.
Returning to the directed graph Γ parameterizing the geodesic combing for G, we
say a vertex v is continuable if there exists at least one infinite path starting from v.
Otherwise, v is said to be non-continuable. Elements of g are called continuable or
non-continuable according to the property of their vertex. Note that g is continuable
if and only if it lies on an infinite geodesic ray in the combing.
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Lemma 5.7. Let r be the number of vertices in Γ. Then for every g P G, there exists
h P G with dGpg, hq ď r and such that the vertex of h is continuable.
Proof. Note that every path of length ě r in the graph passes through some vertex
at least twice, and a vertex which supports a loop is continuable. If |g| ď r, just pick
h “ 1; otherwise, consider the path in the combing from 1 to g, and look at the final
subpath of length r (the one ending in g). By the previous observation, such subpath
has to hit a continuable vertex, proving the claim. 
Lemma 5.8. There exists a constant c ě 0 which depends only on δ such that, for
any g continuable, and any R ě 0, the shadow S1pg,R` cq in G has maximal growth.
Proof. Let γ be an infinite geodesic in G which contains g, and let D “ |g|. Moreover,
let gn be a point on γ at distance n`D`c from 1, where c is a constant which depends
on δ. We claim that the ball of radius n around gn is contained in S1pg,Rq. Indeed,
if h P Bnpgnq, then
ph, gnq1 ě dGp1, gnq ´ dGph, gnq ě n`D ` c´ n “ D ` c
Thus, a closest point projection p of h to r1, gns lies on the segment rg, gns. As
a consequence, dp1, hq “ dp1, gq ` dpg, pq ` dpp, hq ` Opδq and dpg, hq “ dpg, pq `
dpp, hq `Opδq, hence
ph, gq1 “ dGp1, gq `Opδq
which proves the claim. 
5.2. Random walks. If X is a separable hyperbolic space and G acts on X by
isometries, then a probability measure µ on G is said to be nonelementary with
respect to the action Gy X if the semigroup generated by the support of µ contains
two independent loxodromics.
We will need the fact that a random walk on G whose increments are distributed
according to a nonelementary measure µ almost surely converge to the boundary of
X and has positive drift in X.
Theorem 5.9 ([MT14, Theorems 1.1, 1.2]). Let G be a countable group which acts by
isometries on a separable hyperbolic space X, and let µ be a nonelementary probability
distribution on G. Fix x P X. Then, almost every sample path pwnxq converges to a
point in the boundary of BX, and the resulting hitting measure ν is nonatomic.
Moreover, if µ has finite first moment, then there is a constant L ą 0 such that for
almost every sample path
lim
nÑ8
dpx,wnxq
n
“ L ą 0.
The constant L ą 0 in Theorem 5.9 is called the drift of the random walk pwnq.
6. The Markov process and the action Gy X
Let G be a hyperbolic group with a nonelementary action Gy X on a hyperbolic
space X. In this section, we relate the geometry of generic geodesics in G, with
respect to Patterson–Sullivan measure, to the geometry of X under the orbit map
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GÑ X. These results will be used in the next section to prove genericity statements
in G with respect to counting in the Cayley graph.
We begin by fixing the notation needed throughout the remainder of the paper. Let
G be a hyperbolic group with finite generating set S and let Γ be the directed graph
parameterizing the geodesic combing given by Theorem 5.3. The directed edges of Γ
are labeled by s P S and we denote by Ω the set of all infinite paths in Γ starting at
any vertex v P Γ.
As Γ is almost semisimple, we apply the machinery of Section 3.2 to make the
directed graph Γ into a Markov chain with transition probability µ (see Equation 2).
This induces the measures Pv on the set Ω, one for each vertex v P Γ of large growth.
As directed paths in Γ evaluate to geodesics in G, the measure P “ Pv0 , for v0 the
vertex associated to 1 P G, is thought of as a measure on the (combing) geodesic rays
in G starting at 1. The other measures Pv have similar interpretations. Let
wn : Ω Ñ G
be the variable which associates to each path p in Ω the element of G spelled by
concatenating the first n edges of p. That is, Pvpwn “ gq is the probability of hitting
g P G after n steps starting at v P Γ.
We will apply the notation and terminology developed in Sections 2, 3, and 4 to
the Markov chain Γ. For example, for a subset A Ă G, P npAq is the proportion of
elements in the sphere Sn of radius n about 1 P G which are contained in A. We also
fix λ ą 0 to be the growth rate of G, as in Theorem 5.4, and note that λ is exactly
the growth of Γ, as defined in Section 2. Finally, for g P G, we set
conepgq “ evpconepγqq Ă GY BG,
where γ P rΓ with evpγq “ g. Informally, conepgq Ă GY BG is the set of points which
are reachable by geodesics of G (parameterized by Γ) which pass through g.
6.1. Patterson–Sullivan measure as a combination of harmonic measures.
We begin by realizing the Patterson–Sullivan measure on BG as a combination of
harmonic measures associated to random walks.
In Section 4, to each vertex v in Γ we associated a loop semigroup Lv. Under
evaluation, these semigroups map to subsemigroups of G, which we denote by Γv. In
other words, Γv is the semigroup of elements of G which can be spelled by directed
loops at the vertex v P Γ. Hence, the first return measure µv on Lv induces a
probability measure, still denoted µv, on Γv ď G, which has finite exponential moment
(see eq. (5)).
Let R be the set of recurrent vertices of Γ and let νv be the harmonic measure on
BG corresponding to the random walk µv on G. Let Nv be the set of finite directed
paths in Γ beginning at v0 and ending at v which do not meet a recurrent vertex of
Γ in their interior.
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Proposition 6.1. The Patterson–Sullivan measure ν on BG is a combination of the
harmonic measures νv:
ν “
ÿ
vPR
ÿ
γPNv
µpγqγ˚νv.
In the statement of Proposition 6.1, we have identified γ P Nv with its evaluation
evpγq P G.
Proof. Let Π Ă Ω0 be the set of infinite paths which enter some maximal component
and remain there forever. Let γ P Π, and v be the first recurrent vertex which is
met along γ. Then γ can be decomposed uniquely as γ “ γ0γ1 . . . where γ0 is a path
from v0 to v which does not meet any recurrent vertex in its interior, and each γi for
i ě 1 is a primitive loop at v. Thus one can define the map ϕ : Π Ñ rΓˆŤvpΓvqN as
ϕpγq “ pγ0, γ1, . . . , γn, . . . q. Since the set Π has full P-measure, and the Patterson-
Sullivan measure ν on BrΓ is the same as P under the identification BrΓ “ Ω0, the map
ϕ can be defined as a measurable, ν-almost surely defined map ϕ : BrΓ Ñ rΓˆŤvpΓvqN.
Moreover, one has the boundary map bnd : GˆGN Ñ BG defined as
bndpg0, pg1, . . . , gn, . . . qq “ lim
nÑ8 g0g1 . . . gn
(whenever the limit exists).
Combining these maps with the evaluation map, we get the following commutative
diagram of measurable maps:
BrΓ ev //
ϕ

BG
rΓˆŤvpΓvqN ev // GˆGN
bnd
OO
The claim follows by pushing forward the Patterson-Sullivan measure ν on BrΓ along
the diagram. First, by disintegration we get
ν “
ÿ
vPR
ÿ
γPNv
µpγqνγ
where νγ is the conditional probability on the set of infinite paths which start with
γ. By Lemma 4.2, ϕ˚pνγq “ δγ ˆ pµvqN, so
ϕ˚pνq “
ÿ
vPR
ÿ
γPNv
µpγq `δγ ˆ pµvqN˘
Now, by definition the pushforward of δ1 ˆ pµvqN by the boundary map bnd is the
harmonic measure νv, hence by G-equivariance bnd‹pδγ ˆ pµvqNq “ γ‹νv, yielding the
claim. 
We can also obtain an analogous statement for any vertex of large growth. Indeed,
for each vertex v of large growth, there exists a measure νv on BG which is the hitting
measure of the Markov chain on BG, starting from the identity element on G.
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Then we have
(6) νv “
ÿ
wPR
ÿ
γ:vÑw
µpγqγ˚νw
Here, the sum is over all finite paths from v to w which only meet a recurrent
vertex at their terminal endpoint. Note that if v is recurrent, then νv is the harmonic
measure for the random walk on G generated by the measure µv, as discussed above.
6.2. The loop semigroup is nonelementary. Now suppose that X is a hyperbolic
space and that Gy X is a nonelementary action. In this section, we show:
Proposition 6.2. There is a recurrent vertex v of Γ such that the corresponding loop
semigroup Γv is nonelementary.
We define the limit set of the loop semigroup Γv on the boundary of G to be
ΛΓv “ Γv X BG, while the limit set on the boundary of X is ΛXΓv “ ΓvxX BX.
For an irreducible component C of Γ, let PvpCq be the set of finite paths in Γ
which are based at v and lie entirely in C, and PvpCq “ evpPvpCqq. Similarly,
BPvpCq is the set of infinite paths in Γ which are based at v and lie entirely in C, and
BPvpCq “ evpBPvpCqq. We remind the reader that ev is injective on directed paths
in Γ which start at a fixed vertex v.
Lemma 6.3. There exists a maximal component C of Γ and a vertex v in C such
that BPvpCq contains an open set on BG.
Proof. Every infinite path starting at the origin eventually stays forever in some
component, hence we can write BrΓ as the countable disjoint union
BrΓ “ 8ď
i“1
γi ¨ BPvipCiq
where γi is a path from the initial vertex to vi, and Ci is the component of vi, hence
by applying the evaluation map we get
BG “
8ď
i“1
gi ¨ BPvipCiq
with gi “ evpγiq. Since BG is a Baire space and all BPvipCiq are closed, then there
exists some i such that BPvipCiq contains an open set on BG.
For a shadow S in G, let BS Ď BG be the set of equivalence classes of geodesic rays
based at 1 which have a representative pgnq which eventually lies in S (i.e. for which
there exists n0 such that gn P S for all n ě n0).
If BPvpCq contains a (non-empty) open set, then by definition of the topology on
BG there exists a nested pair of shadows S “ S1pg,Rq and S 1 “ S1pg,R ` r ` 2δq
such that BPvpCq Ě BS 1 Ě BS ‰ H. Note that by Lemma 5.8 this implies that S has
maximal growth. We claim that this implies that for a constant D which depends
only on δ we have
S Ď NDpPvpCqq.
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Then, since S has maximal growth, so does NDpPvpCqq, hence PvpCq also has maximal
growth, proving the lemma. To prove the claim, let h P S. Then by Lemma 5.7,
there exists h1 with dGph, h1q ď r and such that h1 is continuable. By Lemma 5.6, h1
belongs to S 1. Then h1 belongs to a geodesic ray γ which converges to ξ P BS. Since
BS 1 Ď PvpCq and h1 belongs to S 1, then there exists γ1 an infinite geodesic ray which
2δ-fellow travels γ and which lies in PvpCq. Thus, h belongs to a p2δ`rq–neighborhood
of PvpCq. Setting D “ 2δ ` r establishes the claim. 
Lemma 6.4. Let v be a vertex in the irreducible component C. Then
ΛΓv Ě BPvpCq.
Proof. Let ξ P BPvpCq, and pgnq a sequence of elements of PvpCq so that gn Ñ ξ.
Then there exists for each n a path sn from the endpoint of gn to v, so gnsn P Γv and
|sn| ď D, where D is the diameter of the component C. Then dpgnsn, gnq ď D, hence
gnsn also converges to ξ, proving the claim. 
Lemma 6.5. If C is a maximal irreducible component and v belongs to C, then the
growth of Γv is maximal.
Proof. Let D be the diameter of C. Since every path from v to any vertex vi inside
C of length n can be extended to a path of length ď n`D from v to itself, we have
for each n
#pPvpCq XBnq ď #pΓv XBn`Dq
which, together with Lemma 2.3, proves the claim. 
We can now give the proof of Proposition 6.2:
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Let v be the vertex given by Lemma 6.3. We first claim
that the semigroup Γv does not have a finite orbit in BX. Otherwise, the subgroup
H “ xΓvy also has a finite orbit in BX. Since C is maximal, by Lemma 6.5 the
semigroup Γv has maximal growth, hence |Bprq X Γv| — λr, where λ is the growth
rate of G; then [GMM15, Theorem 4.3] implies that the subgroup H must have finite
index in G. This implies that the action G y BX has a finite orbit, contradicting
that Gy X is nonelementary.
Using Proposition 5.2, it remains to show that ΛXΓv contains at least 3 points.
To this end, let U be an open set of BG contained in ΛΓv Ă BG, which exists by
Lemma 6.4. Since the action of G on its boundary is minimal, we can find f, g P G,
which are independent loxodromics with respect to the action G y X and with
f˘8, g˘8 P U Ă BG. We claim that each of these 4 points gives points of ΛXΓv . Since
f, g are independent and loxodromic with respect to the action Gy X, these 4 points
must be distinct points of ΛXΓv , completing the proof.
Since f8 P U Ă ΛΓv , there is a sequence li P Γv with li Ñ f8 in GY BG as iÑ 8.
As rΓ Y BrΓ is compact, after passing to a subsequence, we may assume that li Ñ l8
in rΓY BrΓ and by continuity, evpl8q “ f8. Let gi be element of G represented by the
ith term of l8 (realizing l8 as an infinite path in rΓ). Then pgiqiě0 is a geodesic in G
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converging to f8 P BG and so there is a K, depending only on f , such that
dGpgi, f jiq ď K,
for some sequence ji which goes to 8 as iÑ 8. Since the (fixed) orbit map GÑ X
is L–coarsely Lipschitz,
dXpgix, f jixq ď KL.
As f P G is loxodromic for the X-action, f jix converges to some point f8X P BX,
hence so does gix. We conclude f
8
X P ΛXΓv , as required. 
Remark 6.6. If it is a priori known that no element g P G acts parabolically on
X (i.e. g is either loxodromic or has a bounded orbit), then the use of [GMM15,
Theorem 4.3] in Proposition 6.2 (and in Corollary 6.11) can be removed.
6.3. Convergence to the boundary of BX. In this section we show that almost
every sample path for the Markov chain converges to the boundary of X. Since
sample paths in the Markov chain evaluate to geodesic rays in G, this will show that
the orbit of almost every geodesic ray in G converges to the boundary of X.
Let BrΓX be the set of infinite paths beginning at v0 which converge to a point in
BX when projected to X and set BXG “ evpBrΓXq. Since the orbit map G Ñ X is
Lipschitz, BXG Ă BG consists of those ξ such that the projection of any geodesic ray
r1, ξq Ă G to X converges in X Y BX to a point of BX.
Lemma 6.7. The set BXG is G–invariant.
Proof. If η P BXG, then r1, ηq is a geodesic in G which projects under the orbit map
to a path γ in X which converges to a point ξ in BX. Hence, gγ converges to gξ in
BX. Since gr1, ηq is a geodesic in G with the same endpoint as r1, gηq, they R–fellow-
travel in G. Hence, the projection γ1 of r1, gηq to X must RL–fellow-travel the path
gγ in X, where L is the Lipschitz constant of the fixed orbit map GÑ X. Hence, γ1
converges to the point gξ in X Y BX showing that gη P BXG as required. 
Here we show that BXG has full measure in BG, so that the map Φ: BXG Ñ BX
gives a measurable map BGÑ BX.
Theorem 6.8. For P-almost every path pwnq in the Markov chain, the projection
pwnxq to the space converges to a point in the boundary BX.
Proof. We know by Lemma 3.2 that P-almost every sample path enters some recurrent
component C, and stays there forever. Let v be a vertex in C. Then for each v, one
can split the infinite path into a prefix γ0, and a sequence γ1, γ2, . . . of primitive
loops at v. Then the pushforward of PC via the map ϕv equals the measure µNv on
the set ΓNv (as in Theorem 6.1). Now, if the measure µv is non-elementary, then by
Theorem 5.9 we know that almost surely the sequence pγ1γ2 . . . γnxq converges to a
point in BX. Since the same is true for every vertex of C, then the sequence pwnq is
partitioned in a finite number of subsequences, and for each such subsequence pwnkq
the sample path pwnkxq converges to a point in BX. Thus, we define the equivalence
relation on the set of vertices of C by defining vi „ vj if the sequences pwnpk,viqxq and
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pwnpk,vjqxq converge to the same point. Now, we know that if wnkx Ñ ξ P BX, then
also wnk`1x Ñ ξ, so this equivalence relation satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6.9,
hence as a consequence there is only one equivalence class, thus the whole sequence
pwnxq converges to the same ξ P BX.
Since there exists at least one (recurrent) vertex v such that the semigroup Γv is
nonelementary by Proposition 6.2, the previous argument shows that νprΓXq ą 0, thus
νpBXGq ą 0. Since G y pBG, νq is ergodic (Lemma 5.5) and BXG is invariant, then
BXG has full measure, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Lemma 6.9. Let r ě 1, and „ be an equivalence relation on the set t1, . . . , ru, and
N “ A1\¨ ¨ ¨\Ar a partition of the set of natural numbers into finitely many, disjoint
infinite sets. Assume moreover that if the intersection pAi ` 1q X Aj is infinite, then
i „ j. Then there is only one equivalence class.
Proof. Suppose that there are at least two equivalence classes, and pick one equiva-
lence class. Let X be the union of all sets Ai which belong to such a class, and Y the
union of all other equivalence classes. Then N “ X \ Y , with both X and Y infinite.
Then pX ` 1q X Y is infinite, which implies that there exists a set Ai Ď X and a set
Aj Ď Y such that |pAi ` 1q X Aj| “ 8, contradicting the fact that i and j are in
different equivalence classes. 
Theorem 1.2 now follows immediately as a corollary to Theorem 6.8.
Corollary 6.10 (Convergence to the boundary of X). For every x P X and ν–almost
every η P BG, if pgnqně0 is a geodesic in G converging to η, then the sequence gnx in
X converges to a point in the boundary BX.
Theorem 6.8 was proven using only the knowledge that for some recurrent vertex
v, Γv was nonelementary. However, using Theorem 6.8 we can now show that for
every recurrent vertex, Γv is nonelementary. This will be crucial for what follows.
Corollary 6.11. Suppose that Gy X is as above. Then for each recurrent vertex v
of Γ, the semigroup Γv is nonelementary with respect to the action on X.
Proof. Since Γv has maximal growth, νpBPvpCqq ą 0. Then, identifying BPvpCq
with the corresponding endpoints in BrΓ, we have that BPvpCq X BrΓX is infinite since
νpBrΓXq “ 1. Hence, so is evpBPvpCq X BrΓXq Ă ΛΓv X BXG and we conclude that ΛXΓv
is infinite.
Just as in the proof of Proposition 6.2, the subgroup H “ xΓvy has finite index in
G and so Γv cannot have a finite orbit on BX. Since ΛXΓv ‰ H, Theorem 5.2, implies
that Γv is nonelementary. 
Similar to the discussion in Section 6.1, we denote as νXv the corresponding hitting
measure on BX (which is well-defined since we already proved the Markov process con-
verges to the boundary). By equation (6) and applying convergence to the boundary
we get:
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(7) νXv “
ÿ
wPR
ÿ
γ:vÑw
µpγqγ˚νXw
Lemma 6.12. For any v of large growth, the measure νXv is non-atomic.
Proof. Since the random walk measures νXw are non-atomic, so are the measures γ˚νXw
for each γ, hence by equation (7) the measure νv is also non-atomic as it is a linear
combination of non-atomic measures. 
6.4. Positive drift along geodesics. In this section, we show that almost every
sample path has positive drift in X. This will imply (Corollary 6.17) the same for
almost every geodesic ray in G with respect to Patterson–Sullivan measure.
We first show that there is a well-defined average return time for a recurrent vertex
v of Γ:
Lemma 6.13. For each vertex v in C recurrent, there exists Tv ą 0 such that for
almost every ω P ΩC
lim
kÑ8
npk, v, ωq
k
“ Tv.
Proof. We know by Lemma 3.2 that the return time to v has an exponential tail:
Pvpτp1, v, ωq ě nq ď ce´cn
Thus, the average return time is finite:ż
τp1, v, ωq dPvpωq “ Tv ă 8
which implies that µv has finite first moment in the word metric:ż
|g| dµvpgq “ Tv.
Now, by definition
npk, v, ωq “ τp0, v, ωq ` τp1, v, ωq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` τpk, v, ωq
then since the variables τp1, v, ωq, . . . , τpk, v, ωq are independent and identically dis-
tributed, we get almost surely
lim
kÑ8
npk, v, ωq
k
“ Tv.

Using these average return times, we show that sample paths in the Markov chain
have a well-defined drift and hence make linear progress in X.
Theorem 6.14. There exists L ą 0 such that for P-almost every sample path pwnq
we have
lim
nÑ8
dpwnx, xq
n
“ L.
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Proof. Let v be a recurrent vertex. Then by Proposition 6.11 the loop semigroup Γv
is nonelementary, hence the random walk given by the return times to v has positive
drift. More precisely, from Theorem 5.9, there exists a constant `v ą 0 such that for
almost every sample path which enters v,
lim
kÑ8
dpwnpk,vqx, xq
k
“ `v.
Combined with Lemma 6.13, this implies
lim
kÑ8
dpwnpk,vqx, xq
npk, vq “
`v
Tv
.
Now, almost every infinite path visits every vertex of some recurrent component
infinitely often. Thus, for each recurrent vertex vi which belongs to a component C,
there exists a constant Li ą 0 such that for PC-almost every path pwnq, there is a
limit
Li “ lim
kÑ8
dpwnpk,viqx, xq
npk, viq .
Let C be a maximal component, and v1, . . . , vk its vertices. Our goal now is to prove
that L1 “ L2 “ . . . Lk. Let us pick a path ω P Ω0 such that the limit Li above exists for
each i “ 1, . . . , k, and define Ai “ tnpk, viq, k P Nu, and the equivalence relation i „ j
if Li “ Lj. Since wnpk,viq and wnpk,viq`1 differ by one generator, dpwnpk,viqx,wnpk,viq`1xq
is uniformly bounded, hence
lim
kÑ8
dpwnpk,viq`1x, xq
npk, viq ` 1 “ limkÑ8
dpwnpk,viqx, xq
npk, viq “ Li
so the equivalence relation satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6.9, hence there is a
unique limit L “ Li so that
lim
nÑ8
dpwnx, xq
n
“ L.
In order to prove that the drift is the same for all maximal components, let us
now pick L “ Li for some recurrent vertex vi, and consider the set BGL of points
ξ in BG such that there exists a geodesic pgnq Ď G with gn Ñ ξ and such that
limnÑ8 dpgnx,xqn “ L. The set BGL is G-invariant, and by the above statement it has
positive probability, hence by ergodicity it has full measure. 
Theorem 6.15. For every vertex v of large growth, and for Pv-almost every sample
path pwnq we have
lim
nÑ8
dpwnx, xq
n
“ L.
Proof. By Theorem 6.14, for P-almost every path which passes through v, the drift
equals L. Each such path γ “ pwnq can be decomposed as γ “ γ0 ‹ rγ, where γ0 is a
finite path from v0 to v and rγ “ p rwnq is an infinite path starting from v. Thus for
each n, wn “ g0 rwn, where g0 is the group element which represents γ0. Hence,
dpwnx, xq ´ dpx, g0xq ď dp rwnx, xq “ dpwnx, g0xq ď dpwnx, xq ` dpx, g0xq
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and so
lim
nÑ8
dp rwnx, xq
n
“ lim
nÑ8
dpwnx, xq
n
“ L
as required. 
For application in Section 7, we will need the following convergence in measure
statement.
Corollary 6.16. For any  ą 0, and for any v of large growth,
Pv
ˆˇˇˇˇ
dpx,wnxq
n
´ L
ˇˇˇˇ
ě 
˙
Ñ 0.
Proof. By the theorem, the sequence of random variables Xn “ dpwnx,xqn converges
almost surely to L. Moreover, for every n the variable Xn is bounded above by the
Lipschitz constant of the orbit map GÑ X. Thus, Xn converges to L in L1, yielding
the claim. 
Finally, Theorem 6.14 implies the following linear progress statement for almost
every geodesic ray in G. This proves Theorem 1.3 from the introduction.
Corollary 6.17 (Positive drift). For every x P X and ν–almost every η P BG, if
pgnqně0 is a geodesic in G converging to η, then
lim
nÑ8
dXpx, gnxq
n
“ L ą 0.
Proof. Note that the measure P on the set of infinite paths starting at 1 pushes forward
to ν on BG. Thus, by Theorem 6.14, for ν-almost every ξ P BG there exists a geodesic
pgnq in the combing with gn Ñ ξ for which the statement is true; by hyperbolicity,
any other geodesic pg1nq which converges to ξ fellow travels pgnq, hence the drift in X
is the same. 
6.5. Decay of shadows for P. Let us denote as Shpx, rq the set of shadows of the
form Sxpgx,Rq where g P G and the distance parameter satisfies dpx, gxq ´ R ě r.
For any shadow S, we denote its closure in X Y BX by S.
Proposition 6.18 (Decay of shadows). There exists a function f : RÑ R such that
fprq Ñ 0 as r Ñ 8, and such that for each v of large growth,
νXv
`
Sxpgx,Rq
˘ ď fprq,
where r “ dpx, gxq ´R is the distance parameter of the shadow.
Proof. By Lemma 6.12, the measure νXv on BX is nonatomic. The proposition now
follows from a standard measure theory argument, as in Proposition 5.1 of [MT14].

Let Ω be the set of all infinite paths in Γ, starting from any vertex. We define for
each n the map wn : Ω Ñ G which maps each infinite path to the product of the first
n edges of the path:
wnppe1, . . . , en, . . . qq “ e1 . . . en
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and
w8pxq :“ lim
nÑ8wnx P BX
(if it exists). Recall that by definition νXv pAq “ Pvpw8pxq P Aq.
Proposition 6.19. There exists a function p : R` Ñ R` with pprq Ñ 0 as r Ñ 8,
such that for each vertex v and any shadow Sxpgx,Rq we have
Pv
´
Dn ě 0 : wnx P Sxpgx,Rq
¯
ď pprq,
where r “ dpx, gxq ´R is the distance parameter of the shadow.
Proof. Let S “ Sxpgx,Rq and S1 “ Sxpgx,R ` c1q, for c1 to be determined in a
moment. The idea is that for c1 sufficiently large, the probability that the sample path
pwnxq ever reaches the shadow S is dominated by the probability that it convergence
to a point of S1 X BX.
For any h P G such that hx P S, hyperbolicity of X implies that there is a constant
c2 ě 0 with c2 “ c1`Opδq such that the complement of S1 is contained in the shadow
Sh “ Shx
`
x, dpx, hxq ´ c2
˘
.
Note that the distance parameter of Sh is c2 “ c1 ` Opδq. Then since h´1Sh is a
shadow based at x, Proposition 6.18 implies that we can choose c1 large enough so
that
νXw ph´1Shq ď fpc1 `Opδqq ď 1{2,
for any large growth vertex w. This is our fixed c1 ě 0.
Now we have
Pvpw8pxq P S1q ě Pvpw8pxq P S1 and Dn : wnx P Sq “
If there exists n such that wnx belongs to S, let n1 be the first hitting time. Then
“
ÿ
hxPS
Pvpwn1 “ hqPvpw8pxq P S1 | wn1 “ hq “
hence from the Markov property of the chain
“
ÿ
hxPS
Pvpwn1 “ hqPvhpw8pxq P h´1S1q,
where vh is terminal vertex of the path starting at v which reads the words h.
Since the complement of S1 is contained in S
h, pBX ´ h´1S1q Ă h´1Sh and so
νXw ph´1S1q ě 1´ νXw ph´1Shq ě 1´ fpc1 `Opδqq ě 1{2,
by our fixed choice of c1. Hence, combining this with the previous estimate,
Pvpw8pxq P S1q ě
ÿ
hxPS
Pvpwn1 “ hq ¨ νXvhph´1S1q ě
1
2
PvpDn : wnx P Sq
hence
Pv
`Dn : wnx P S˘ ď 2 ¨ Pvpw8pxq P S1q ď 2 ¨ f`dpx, gxq ´R ´ c1˘
so the claim is proven by taking pprq :“ 2 ¨ fpr ´ c1q. 
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We conclude this section with a simple lower bound on the Gromov product:
Lemma 6.20. Let x, y, z be points in a metric space X. Then
py, zqx ě dpx, zq ´ dpy, zq.
Proof. By definition
py, zqx “ 1
2
pdpx, yq ` dpx, zq ´ dpy, zqq
and by the triangle inequality dpx, yq ě dpx, zq ´ dpy, zq, yielding the claim. 
6.6. Almost independence and Gromov products. Let P denote the probability
measure (on the space of infinite paths) for the Markov chain starting at the identity.
Given a vertex v, we will denote as Pvpwn “ gq the probability that the Markov chain
starting at the vertex v reads g after n steps. Let m “ tn{2u. Finally, we denote
as um the random variable um “ w´1m wn, so that wn “ wmum. Recall that by the
Markov property of the chain, for any g, h P G and each m,
Ppwm “ g and u´1m “ hq “ Ppwm “ gq ¨ Pvpwm “ h´1q
where v “ rgs. Let V denote the vertex set of Γ.
The following three lemmas will be essential in controlling the size of pgx, g´1xqx
over the Markov chain (Lemma 6.26), which is needed to produce loxodromic elements
of the action Gy X.
Lemma 6.21. Let f : R Ñ R be any function such that fpmq Ñ `8 as m Ñ `8.
Then
P
`pwmx, u´1m xqx ě fpmq˘Ñ 0
as mÑ 8.
Proof. Let us denote as Spmq :“ tpg, hq P G ˆ G : pgx, hxqx ě fpmqu. Then by
definition we have
Pppwmx, u´1m xqx ě fpmqq “
ÿ
g,hPSpmq
Ppwm “ g and um “ h´1q ď
hence by the Markov property
ď
ÿ
vPV
ÿ
hPG
Pvpwm “ h´1q
ÿ
tg:rgs“v,pg,hqPSpmqu
Ppwm “ gq ď
and forgetting the requirement that rgs “ v
ď
ÿ
vPV
ÿ
hPG
Pvpwm “ h´1qPpwmx P Sxphx,Rqq ď
where R “ dpx, hxq ´ fpmq, while using the estimate on shadows (Proposition 6.19)
we have
ď
ÿ
vPV
ÿ
hPG
Pvpwm “ h´1qppfpmqq ď #V ¨ ppfpmqq
and the claim follows by decay of shadows. 
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Lemma 6.22. For each η ą 0, the probability
P
`pw´1n x, u´1m xqx ď npL´ ηq{2˘
tends to 0 as nÑ 8.
Proof. By Lemma 6.20, and since the group acts by isometries,
pw´1n x, u´1m xqx ě dpx,w´1n xq ´ dpw´1n x, u´1m xq “ dpwnx, xq ´ dpx,wmxq
Now, by Theorem 6.14,
Ppdpwnx, xq ě npL´ qq Ñ 1 and Ppdpwmx, xq ď n{2pL` qq Ñ 1
hence with probability which tends to 1
pw´1n x, u´1m xqx ě npL´ q ´ n2 pL` q “
n
2
pL´ 3q
which yields the claim setting η “ 3{2.

Finally, we show
Lemma 6.23. For each η ą 0, the probability
P
`pwmx,wnxqx ď npL´ ηq{2˘
tends to 0 as nÑ 8.
Proof. By Lemma 6.20,
pwnx,wmxqx ě dpx,wnxq ´ dpwmx,wnxq “ dpx,wnxq ´ dpx, umxq
so if we have dpx,wnxq ě npL´ q and dpx, umxq ď npL` q{2 then
pwnx,wmxqx ě npL´ 3q{2
Now, the first statement holds with probability which tends to 1 by Theorem 6.14;
for the second statement, note that for each g and each m,
Ppum “ gq “
ÿ
vPV
Pprwms “ vqPvpwm “ gq
and by Theorem 6.15
Pv pdpx,wmxq ď npL` q{2q Ñ 1
for each recurrent v. Hence
P pdpx, umxq ď npL` q{2q Ñ 1
completing the proof. 
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6.7. Linear translation length along geodesics. For g P G, let τXpgq be the
(stable) translation length of g with respect to its action on X. Recall that τXpgq ą 0
if and only if g is a loxodromic for the action Gy X.
The following lemma for estimating the translation length of an isometry g of X is
well-known; see for example [MT14, Proposition 5.8].
Lemma 6.24. There exists a constant c, which depends only on δ, such that for any
isometry g of a δ-hyperbolic space X and any x P X with dpx, gxq ě 2pgx, g´1xqx` c,
the translation length of g is given by
τXpgq “ dpx, gxq ´ 2pgx, g´1xqx `Opδq.
Since we already proved that the term dpx, gxq grows linearly P–almost surely
(Theorem 6.16), to complete the proof we need to show that the Gromov product
pgx, g´1xqx does not grow too fast. To do so, we will use the following trick. For a
proof, see [TT15].
Lemma 6.25 (Fellow traveling is contagious). Suppose that X is a δ–hyperbolic
space with basepoint x and suppose that A ě 0. If a, b, c, d P X are points of X with
pa¨bqx ě A, pc¨dqx ě A, and pa¨cqx ď A´3δ. Then pb¨dqx´2δ ď pa¨cqx ď pb¨dqx`2δ.
We apply this to prove the following:
Lemma 6.26. Let f : N Ñ R be any function such that fpnq Ñ `8 as n Ñ `8.
Then
P
´
pwnx,w´1n xqx ě fpnq
¯
Ñ 0
as nÑ 8.
Proof. Define
f1pnq “ min
"
fpnq ´ 2δ, npL´ ηq
2
´ 3δ
*
It is easy to see that f1pnq Ñ 8 as nÑ 8. By Lemma 6.25, if we know that:
(1) pwmx,wnxqx ě npL´ ηq{2,
(2) pu´1m x,w´1n xqx ě npL´ ηq{2, and
(3) pwmx, u´1m xqx ď f1pnq ď npL´ ηq{2´ 3δ,
then
pwnx,w´1n xqx ď pwmx, u´1m xqx ` 2δ ď f1pnq ` 2δ.
Using Lemmas 6.21, 6.22, and 6.23, the probability that conditions (1),(2), (3) hold
tends to 1, hence we have
Pn
`pwnx,w´1n xqx ď fpnq˘Ñ 1
as nÑ 8. 
We can now prove Theorem 1.4 from the introduction.
Theorem 6.27. For every  ą 0, one has
P
´
τXpwnq ě npL´ q
¯
Ñ 1,
as nÑ 8.
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Proof. If we set fpnq “ ηn with η ą 0, then by Lemma 6.26 and Corollary 6.16
the events pwnx,w´1n xqx ď ηn and dpx,wnxq ě npL´ ηq occur with probability (Pn)
which tends to 1, hence by Lemma 6.24
Pn
´
τpwnq ě npL´ 3ηq
¯
ě Pn
´
dpx,wnxq ´ 2pwnx,w´1n xqx `Opδq ě npL´ 3ηq
¯
which approaches 1 as nÑ 8. This implies the statement if we choose  ą 3η. 
7. Generic elements and the action Gy X
Recall that for any A Ď G,
P npAq “ #pAX Snq
#Sn
,
where Sn is the n–sphere in G. Hence, P
n is uniform measure on the n–sphere of G.
We remind the reader that there is a constant c ą 1 such that c´1λn ď #Sn ď cλn
(Theorem 5.4) where λ is the growth of the directed graph Γ. Also, since ev : rΓ Ñ G
is bijective, we may unambiguously use graph terminology when referring to elements
of G. For example, rgs “ v means that v is the vertex of Γ which is the terminal
endpoint of the path starting at v0 and spelling g. Further, for g P G, pg denote the
element of G along the unique combing geodesic from 1 to g which has distance log |g|
from g.
Lemma 7.1. For any R ě 0 and any h P G, the group shadow S1ph,Rq Ď G is
contained in the union of finitely many cones:
S1ph,Rq Ď
ď
gPBR`cphq
conepgq
where c depends only on δ.
Proof. For each x, y, z in a metric space, by definition of shadow and Gromov product,
z P Sxpy,Rq ô py, zqx ě dpx, yq ´Rô px, zqy ď R
Thus, if g1 P S1ph,Rq, then pg1, 1qh ď R, which implies that the distance between
any geodesic segment from 1 to g1 and h is at most R ` c, where c only depends on
δ. In particular, there exists a group element h1 on the combing geodesic from 1 to
g1 which lies at distance ď R` c from h. Thus, g1 P coneph1q with h1 P BR`cphq. 
Lemma 7.2. There is K ě 0 such that for every h P G there is a g P G such that
v “ rgs has large growth and dGph, gq ď K.
Proof. Recall that there exists an R ě 0 such that for any h the group shadow S1ph,Rq
contains an open set on BG. Hence, #pS1ph,Rq X Snq — c1λn for some c1 depending
only on h (Lemma 5.8). Moreover, by Lemma 7.1 the shadow S1ph,Rq is contained
in a finite union of cones:
S1ph,Rq Ď
ď
gPBR`cphq
conepgq
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where C depends only on δ. We conclude that one such cone conepgq also has large
growth. This completes the proof. 
7.1. Genericity of positive drift. The following result establishes Theorem 1.5
from the introduction using what we have shown about the Markov measures in
Section 6.
Theorem 7.3. For every  ą 0 one has
#tg P Sn : dpgx, xq ě pL´ q |g|u
#Sn
Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.
Proof. Let AL denote the set of group elements
AL :“ tg P G : dpgx, xq ď L|g|u.
We know by Corollary 6.16 that for any L1 ă L one has
PnpAL1q Ñ 0 as nÑ 8.
Then we have
P npAL´q ď #tg P Sn : pg R LGu
#Sn
` #tg P Sn X AL´ : pg P LGu
#Sn
and we know by Proposition 2.5 that the first term tends to 0. Now, by writing
g “ pgh with |h| “ log |g| we have that dpgx, xq ď pL´ q|g| implies
dppgx, xq ď dpgx, xq ` dppgx, gxq ď pL´ q|g| ` dpx, hxq ď
hence, there exists C such that it is less than
ď pL´ q|g| ` C log |g| ď L1|pg|
for any L´  ă L1 ă L whenever |g| is sufficiently large. This proves the inclusion
tg P Sn X AL´ : pg P LGu Ď tg P Sn : pg P AL1 X LGu
and by Lemma 2.3 (1)
#tg P Sn : pg P AL1 X LGu ď cλlogn#pSn´logn X AL1 X LGq ď
hence by Lemma 3.4 (equation (4)) and considering the size of Sn´logn
ď c1λlognPn´lognpAL1q#Sn´logn ď c2λnPn´lognpAL1q.
Finally, using that Pn´lognpAL1q Ñ 0 we get
lim sup
nÑ8
#tg P Sn X AL´ : pg P LGu
#Sn
ď lim sup
nÑ8
c3Pn´lognpAL1q “ 0
which proves the claim. 
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7.2. Counting and decay of shadows. For g P G, we set
SGx pgx,Rq “ th P G : hx P Sxpgx,Rqu ,
where as usual, Sxpgx,Rq is the shadow in X around gx centered at the basepoint
x P X. We will need the following decay property for SGx pgx,Rq Ă G.
Proposition 7.4. There is a function ρ : R` Ñ R` with ρprq Ñ 0 as r Ñ 8 such
that for every n ě 0
P npSGx pgx,Rqq ď ρ pdpx, gxq ´Rq .
Proof. By Lemma 7.2, every h P SGx pgx,Rq lies at distance ď D from a group element
h1 of large growth, and moreover by Lemma 5.6 such an element h1 is contained in the
shadow SGx pgx,R ` cDq, where c is the Lipschitz constant of the orbit map GÑ X.
Thus,
SGx pgx,Rq Ď NDpSGx pgx,R ` cDq X LGq.
Now,
P npSGx pgx,Rqq ď P n
`
NDpSGx pgx,R ` cDq X LGq
˘ ď
hence, if #BD is the size of a ball of radius D in the Cayley graph,
ď #BD ¨ P npSGx pgx,R ` cDq X LGq ď
and by Lemma 3.4
ď c1#BD ¨ PnpSGx pgx,R ` cDqq ď
hence by decay of shadows for P (Proposition 6.19)
ď c1#BD ¨ p pdpx, gxq ´R ´ cDq
thus the claim is proven if we set ρprq :“ c1#BD ¨ ppr ´ cDq. 
7.3. Genericity of loxodromics. For each n, let n1 “ tn2 u, n2 “ n ´ n1. For each
g P Sn, let us pick its representative path from the initial vertex, and let a, b be the
group elements associated respectively to the first n1 edges, and the last n2 edges of
this path. Thus we can canonically write g “ ab, with a P Sn1 , b P Sn2 , and b in the
cone of a. We now show that a and b are almost independent:
Lemma 7.5. There exists a constant c ą 0 such that for any n ě 2 the inequality
P npa P A, b P Bq ď cP n1pAqP n2pBq
is satisfied for any subsets A,B Ď G.
Proof.
P npa P A, b P Bq “ #tpa, bq P Sn1 ˆ Sn2 : b P conepaq, a P A, b P Bu
#Sn
ď
and forgetting the requirement that b P conepaq,
ď #tpa, bq P Sn1 ˆ Sn2 : a P A, b P Bu
#Sn
ď P
n1pAqP n2pBq#Sn1#Sn2
#Sn
.
Now, #Sn1#Sn2 ď c#Sn for some c which depends only on Γ, proving the claim. 
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Lemma 7.6. For any  ą 0,
P n
ˆ
dpx, axq ď npL` q
2
˙
Ñ 1
and
P n
ˆ
dpx, bxq ď npL` q
2
˙
Ñ 1.
Proof. We prove the complementary statement that
P n
ˆ
dpx, axq ě npL` q
2
˙
Ñ 0.
Indeed, by Lemma 7.5
P n
ˆ
dpx, axq ě npL` q
2
˙
ď cP n1
ˆ
dpx, gxq ě npL` q
2
˙
which tends to zero by Theorem 7.3, recalling that n1 „ n2 . The proof of the second
statement is completely analogous. 
Our goal is to prove that the translation length of a generic element in the n–sphere
grows linearly in n. In order to apply Lemma 6.25, we need to check that the first
half of g (which is a) and the first half of g´1 (which is b´1) generically do not fellow
travel:
Lemma 7.7. Let f : R Ñ R be any function such that fpnq Ñ `8 as n Ñ `8.
Then
P n
´
pax, b´1xqx ě fpnq
¯
Ñ 0
as nÑ 8.
Proof. We compute
P n
`pax, b´1xqx ě fpnq˘ “ #tpg, hq P Sn1 ˆ Sn2 : h P conepgq, pgx, h´1xqx ě fpnqu
#Sn
ď
and removing the requirement that h P conepgq we have
ď #tpg, hq P Sn1 ˆ Sn2 : pgx, h
´1xqx ě fpnqu
#Sn
ď
ď 1
#Sn
ÿ
hPSn2
#
 
g P Sn1 : gx P Sxph´1x, dpx, h´1xq ´ fpnqq
( ď
and from decay of shadows (Proposition 7.4) follows that
ď 1
#Sn
ÿ
hPSn2
ρpfpnqq#Sn1 ď #Sn1#Sn2ρpfpnqq#Sn ď cρpfpnqq Ñ 0.

The following two lemmas are the counting analogues of Lemma 6.22 and Lemma
6.23.
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Lemma 7.8. For each η ą 0, the probability
P n
ˆ
pb´1x, g´1xqx ď npL´ ηq
2
˙
tends to 0 as nÑ 8.
Proof. By Lemma 6.20, and since the action is isometric
pb´1x, g´1xqx ě dpx, g´1xq ´ dpb´1x, g´1xq “ dpx, gxq ´ dpx, axq
Now, for any  ą 0, by genericity of positive drift (Theorem 7.3)
P n pdpx, gxq ě npL´ qq Ñ 1
and by Lemma 7.6
P n
´
dpx, axq ď n
2
pL` q
¯
Ñ 1
so
P n
ˆ
pb´1x, g´1xqx ě n
ˆ
L
2
´ 3
2
˙˙
Ñ 1
which proves the claim setting η “ 3{2.

Lemma 7.9. For each η ą 0, the probability
P n
ˆ
pax, gxqx ď npL´ ηq
2
˙
tends to 0 as nÑ 8.
Proof. By Lemma 6.20,
pax, gxqx ě dpx, gxq ´ dpax, gxq “ dpx, gxq ´ dpx, bxq
hence, since for any  ą 0 we have by genericity of positive drift (Theorem 7.3)
P npdpx, gxq ě npL´ qq Ñ 1
and by Lemma 7.6
P n
´
dpx, bxq ď n
2
pL` q
¯
Ñ 1
we get
P n
ˆ
pax, gxqx ě n
ˆ
L
2
´ 3
2
˙˙
Ñ 1
which proves the claim setting η “ 3{2. 
The following proposition establishes control of the Gromov products pgx, g´1xqx
with respect to our counting measures:
Proposition 7.10. Let f : N Ñ R be a function such that fpnq Ñ `8 as n Ñ 8.
Then
P n
´
pgx, g´1xqx ď fpnq
¯
Ñ 1
as nÑ 8.
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Proof. Define
f1pnq “ min
"
fpnq ´ 2δ, npL´ ηq
2
´ 3δ
*
It is easy to see that f1pnq Ñ 8 as nÑ 8. By Lemma 6.25, if we know that:
(1) pax, gxqx ě npL´ ηq{2,
(2) pb´1x, g´1xqx ě npL´ ηq{2, and
(3) pax, b´1xqx ď f1pnq ď npL´ ηq{2´ 3δ,
then
pgx, g´1xqx ď pax, b´1xqx ` 2δ ď f1pnq ` 2δ.
Using Lemmas 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9, the probability that conditions (1),(2), (3) hold tends
to 1, hence we have
P nppgx, g´1xqx ď fpnqq Ñ 1
as nÑ 8. 
Finally, we prove Theorem 1.6 from the introduction.
Theorem 7.11 (Linear growth of translation length). For any  ą 0 we have
#tg P Sn : τXpgq ě npL´ qu
#Sn
Ñ 1,
as nÑ 8.
Proof. If we set fpnq “ ηn with η ą 0, then by Proposition 7.10 and Theorem 7.3 the
events pgx, g´1xqx ď ηn and dpx, gxq ě npL ´ ηq occur with probability (P n) which
tends to 1, hence by Lemma 6.24
P n
´
τpgq ě npL´ 3ηq
¯
ě P n
´
dpx, gxq ´ 2pgx, g´1xqx `Opδq ě npL´ 3ηq
¯
which approaches 1 as nÑ 8. This implies the statement if we choose  ą 3η. 
Since elements with positive translation length are loxodromic, we finally get
Corollary 7.12 (Genericity of loxodromics).
#tg P Sn : g is X ´ loxodromicu
#Sn
Ñ 1,
as nÑ 8.
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